FOUNDATION ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES FOR BA/ B.COM./ B.SC.  
(COMPELLSORY IN SEMESTER III AND IV)

Semester III

FES 300: Environmental Studies-I

Paper Code : FES 300  
Contact Hours : 2.00  
Max. Marks : 100.00  
Min Marks : 36.00

Paper will have only 100 multiple choice questions to be evaluated on O.M.R. sheet. These O.M.R. sheets will be evaluated by authorized computer firm of the college examination department.

Objective: In spite of the deteriorating status of the environment, study of environment has so far not received adequate attention in our academic programmes. This programme aims at giving students a clear understanding of environmental concerns and to follow sustainable development practices. This will definitely help students develop an interdisciplinary global understanding of ecological and environmental problems.

Unit I  
(No. of Hrs :6)

- Definition, Scope and Importance of Environment
- Scope of Environmental studies and its Applications
- Importance with respect to the society
- Relationship of Environmental Studies with other subjects(Multidisciplinary nature of Environment)

Unit II  
(No. of Hrs :6)

- Ecosystem: structure and function
- Concept of Ecosystem
- Biotic and abiotic components of Ecosystem
- Food chain and Food web
- Ecological Pyramids and productivity
- Energy Flow
- Biogeochemical cycle

Unit III  
(No. of Hrs :7)

- Environmental pollution
- Water pollution: Definition, Sources and Effects
- Air Pollution- Definition, Sources and Effects
- Noise Pollution-Definition, Sources and Effects

Unit IV  
(No. of Hrs :7)

- Energy and Environment
- Solar Energy and its uses
- Wind Energy
- Tidal Energy
- Hydro Power
- Bio energy
Semester IV

FES 400: Environmental Studies- II

Paper Code : FES 400
Max. Marks : 100.00
Min Marks : 36.00

Paper will have only 100 multiple choice questions to be evaluated on O.M.R. sheet. These O.M.R. sheets will be evaluated by authorized computer firm of the college examination department.

Objective: The course aims to provide students with knowledge about natural and disrupted systems in the natural world, and to stimulate them to develop their ability to apply their knowledge and adopt a standpoint on environmental issues.

Unit I (No. of Hrs: 6)
- Biodiversity and its Conservation
- Introduction: Definition, genetics, species and ecosystem diversity.
- Values of Biodiversity: Consumptive use, productive use, social esthetic and option values.
- Threats to Biodiversity – Habitat loss, poaching of wild life.

Unit II (No. of Hrs: 6)
- Natural Resources
- Renewable and non renewable
- Natural resources and associated problems.
- Forest Resources- Use and over-exploitation, deforestation and its effects
- Water Resources-Land degradation; Soil erosion and desertification.
- Mineral resources: Use and exploitation, environmental effects of extracting mineral resources

Unit III (No. of Hrs: 7)
- Global Environmental Issues
- Acid Rain
- Ozone Depletion
- Global Warming
- Marine Issues

Unit IV (No. of Hrs: 7)
- Environmental Movements Chipko Movement,
- Appikko Movement ,
- Narmada bachao aandolan,
- Human Population and Environment,
- Population growth and explosion,
- Impact of urbanization, industrialization and crop production,
- From unsustainable to Sustainable development,
- Water Conservation,
- Rainwater harvesting,
- Watershed management
- Water Borne Diseases
- Social Environment
- HIV
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